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1. GENERAL PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION 

The business proposal to this assignment describes and develops ways to 

improve the company Tank Juice allocated in Auckland, New Zealand, using, mainly, 

techniques of digital marketing. 

The central point is that Tank Juice is a well-known company at New Zealand 

Market, but at the moment they do not use contrasting technologies of digital 

marketing to expand their sales and promote a good and healthy purchase 

experience for the costumer. 

The assignment intend to include new fresh ideas for this business that uses 

the digital marketing concept to captivate the costumers, making their life easier, 

helping with their new needs at the moment, specifically giving them convenience, 

practicality, reducing their cognitive dissonance and in consequence of this, 

increasing sales and demand of products. 

The way chosen to implement it is principally by creating a simple app and a 

space in their website, that customers can easily order for their juices and wraps with 

a few clicks on the app or in the website. With this facility, customers will be receiving 

their daily dose of flavor, freshness and healthiness that the body needs to be strong. 

Delivering at home or just pre ordering the product in the time they want to have it at 

the store. 

Other point consists in a new possibility that will be created in the app/site for 

the consumers: Customize their food/juice by themselves in the app/website. The 

new option will make the consumer feel comfortable and in consequence, will provide 

happiness and a feeling of freedom of choice and autonomy. 

Also, the customer can choose other option, which consists in taking the 

order at the store they choose in the website/app. Important to say that they can 

already do it, but only by telephone. With these app and the renew website, people 

can seek and take home their juice or favorite wrap without any call, just using the 

digital technology.  
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Yet, the app and website will be promoted in Facebook, Instagram and it will 

encourage people to take pictures with the juices/wraps using hashtag and further 

realizing promotional prizes for costumers that use the app/website. 

Furthermore, it will create a week promotion for those who choose order for 

the pack of juices/wraps of the week to delivery for example, promoting the new 

brand delivery of Tank Juices at offices and companies. 

 

2.  THE COMPANY DESCRIPTION  

Tank Juice is a company that provides healthy juices, smoothies, salads and 

wraps for customers in many locations at Auckland, New Zealand and the differential 

of this company is that their menu is completely free from any artificial additives or 

preservatives, providing a fresh and healthy solution to the customer, giving them a 

wellness feeling. 

Tank Juice is a company of fresh juices, smoothies, salads and wraps, and 

it’s established in New Zealand market since 2001, by the way, in the words of the 

owners Matt and Chris, their concept basically is about “think fresh and try to give 

customers real smoothies and juices made with real fruit and vegetables, so you get 

the real benefits”, also, the company starts to offer since 2010 salads and wraps, that 

is an healthy, accessible and outstandingly good option for the customer.  (TANK, 

2014) . 

Currently in physical locations, Tank Juice promotes their products in the 

social media Facebook and Instagram and they have a website without the possibility 

to order the products only by telephone.  

The factual point is that in nowadays, a well-known company like Tank still 

does not have an app to order they products cannot be using only the telephone 

number to order their products out of the store, it´s old school, exceeded, and 

prejudice the sales and their business growth in nowadays.  

 

3. MARKET OPPORRTUNITY AND SOLUTIONS 

The target of this enterprise includes customers from all ages, but principally 

that ones who want to have a healthy way of life, that appreciate fresh and well tasty 
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food and also for the people that enjoy sports and don’t want to waste time in the 

telephone or in physical stores waiting for their purchase.  

Moreover, the Auckland market is a perfect scene for the digital marketing 

development in a Juice Store like Tank Juice and the reason is that New Zealand is a 

developed Country with a stable economy and a high speed connection of internet 

and wireless usage. Also, the city naturally has a huge number of people that loves 

to work out and practice radical sports between kiwis and many invited tourists that 

the city receives every day.  

In line with what the researches show us, grows every day the number of 

consumers that uses the internet at phone, tablet or computer in New Zealand. 

(Ecommerce.org.nz, 2014), so it’s a good perspective to include Tank Juice at this 

new Market, and make them expand their border business to a huge public of adepts 

from using technology. 

 

3.1 DETAILS ABOUT THE DIGITAL MARKETING IDEAS 

 Create a space at website of Tank Juice that people can order their 

products in an easy way, because currently their website does not have 

this online function where people can customize their favorite juices or 

wraps of their preference, and order it.  

 

 Create an app for Tank Juice that customers can order their products and 

customize their juices and wraps with facility and commodity, asking to 

deliver it or to prepare it for them take at the stores in the time they want. 

 

 The way to use the website and the app should be very simple, the 

customer just have to follow some steps, for example,  

 

1 Entering their address using the GPS location or entering their zip 

code or street name to check if their area is an available area for Tank 

Juice service. 
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2 Select the juices and dishes, browsing the categories options of the 

menu or customize the juices and wraps by the customer. 

 

3 Check the order in the cart, the customer can see what he choose 

until the moment. 

 

4 Make registration, the greatest idea is that the customer will have to 

be registered only once because after the first purchase he/she can 

just fill the username and password and login it to buy the products. 

 

5 Choose how is the best way for him/her to pay it, credit card or cash. 

 

After the moment of the purchase, the consumer will be able to relax and wait 

to enjoy at anywhere for his/her preferred healthy juice/wrap they ever tried, 

transforming the moment to eat in a great new pleasant experience time. 
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